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De0ning the Problem

The "new normal" has snuck up on us. No, there are no big screens broadcasting the babble of

Klaus Schwab, dressed up as Ze Big Bro. There is no CBDC for the peasants and no climate

lockdowns — not yet. But the "new normal" is here because the people have been eaten into. You

can see it in their faces.

Many of the less resilient ones have checked out. The so called "new normal" is, in fact, a lack of

any kind of a rational or honorable baseline in people's heads. There are no standards, no

accountability, just a Kafkaesque free fall, wrapped in politically correct words.

After a very long time of physical poisoning, soul stomping, social decline, and erosion of standards

— followed by three years of deliberate torment — many people have just shut down. Gone inside.

Brought their baseline to a very low level so as to feel "normal" in a world that is anything but.

On my end, I've been noticing signs of decline and Soviet-like absurdity in the U.S. ever since 2001.

But before 2020 it was subtler: TSA (okay, maybe not so subtle when it comes to the TSA), a rude

customer service representative here and there, dirty public bathrooms, paranoia-installing

announcements on the train to "see something, say something," and so on. But today, the "glitter

curtain" is off, and the subtlety is all but gone!

Social engineering takes time. It takes at least a full generation to create a solid shift toward a new

psychological mode. And that is what happened. Today, the people who were born after 2001 are no

longer kids but young adults. The aspirating masters have been working on shifting people's values

from "proud consumer individualism" to "fear-driven subservience" for at least two decades — and

the result of their trickery is here.

Not Being Able to Work

In addition to the psychological shift, there is also a visible shift in people's ability to work:

"I see it everywhere. The standards are in the toilet. Nobody has the energy to care. The

delivery people don't look you in the eye, they just throw the stuff on the ?oor and hurry off.

Younger cashiers also often don't look you in the eye and don't respond to greetings.

Packages get destroyed, stolen, and lost. Tracking doesn't work. Censorship algorithms are

a black box that you can't argue with.

Asking people to think is perceived as an arrogant insult or a personal attack. Thinking is,

in fact, "snotty." And have you seen those "stay away" damaged teens on the train with

empty, mentally challenged eyes? They have been damaged perhaps irreparably, they are

not there. Can't reach. So many people you just can't reach.

They don't feel well and they can't think. Asking them to act alive is asking them for too

much. It is pushing the envelope. Their bodies are dragging, their brains aren't working, and

all they want is a metaphorical lollypop."

Speaking of brains not working, please take a look at this tweet by a — yes, lying and treacherous

but none the less — "reputable" magazine:

And perhaps it is petty of me to say this but the featured "reader response" here is worse than the

headline. The headline could be due to a lack of knowledge of basic geography, which is nothing

new — but the response is just odd due to its machine-like structure and its robotic feel. It is as if a

soul thief has stolen aliveness out of everybody. Seriously, who talks like this? ChatGPT? Oh wait …
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Rede0ning Chronic Disease

Here's a preview of what's to come.

"The mainstream media talks about "long COVID," and how "1 in every 10 people who got

Omicron ends up with long COVID," etc. What I think we are really witnessing is the "long

prep" work to set up a "long golden goose" for pretending to treat chronic illness — a goose

that can be goosed and milked by Mr. Big Investor for a very long time! (Can you milk a

goose? If it's a GMO goose, then yes.)

Chronic illness is the real elephant in the room. What's actually happening, in my opinion, is

that the people can no longer handle the toxic load. The poison is too much. The

overabundant poisons are spilling over and triggering all sorts of persistent imbalances

that a healthy body can ordinarily handle and regulate — but not when it's under a perpetual

toxic attack.

We are looking at a combination of massive physical and spiritual toxicity. People are

spiritually abused, physically harmed, psychologically corrupted, brainwashed into adopting

very low standards of personal responsibility (either in the form of entitlement and

selSshness or in the form of resentful apathy), and super-squeezed to the point where they

just don't care.

The toxicity also makes people vulnerable to various pathogens (of which they are many,

and yes, contagion is a real thing — but a healthy body can mostly handle pathogens just

Sne while an overly-stretched body cannot. (Which is why the war on supplements and

working medicines is a part of the effort to maintain the "long golden goose.")"

My personal theory is that at least a part of what's [led under "long COVID" could be a result of

brazen behavior of undiagnosed fungi and parasites, taking over the bodies of people who have

been poisoned way too much (and, perhaps, injected with contaminated "vaccines.")

Our "western pride" prevents us from exploring that route but I believe that 20-30 years from now,

"everyone will know" that there is an epidemic of undiagnosed and debilitating toxoplasmosis, for

example — but they won't tell us that until they have a golden goose set up and a useless vaccine to

sell.

By the way, "long COVID" is not the [rst umbrella term for chronic disease. Here is "post-polio

syndrome":

"Post-polio syndrome is a group of potentially disabling signs and symptoms that appear

decades after the initial polio illness. These signs and symptoms usually appear between

30 to 40 years after having polio."

And of course, the "polio epidemic" was most likely connected to the use of arsenic and DDT and

ended with the ban of DDT. I wrote about it here. And here is Time Magazine's take on the "long _u":

"In what is now Tanzania, to the north, post-viral syndrome has been blamed for triggering

the worst famine in a century — the so-called "famine of corms" — after debilitating

lethargy prevented ?u survivors from planting when the rains came at the end of 1918."

But even Time Magazine admits that the de[nition of long COVID is "wooly" as it is de[ned as "not

recovering [for] several weeks or months following the start of symptoms that were suggestive of

Covid, whether you were tested or not."

Wooly, indeed! Like I said in my recent article, "when it comes to the decline in health, the problem

is real. The suffering is real. The terminology is a little shady. Why shady? Blaming the suffering on

loosely de[ned 'long COVID' is a gimmick because how do they know that it is 'COVID' if nobody can

de[ne 'COVID' to begin with, other than a positive — fraudulent — PCR test?

As far as I am concerned, the basics of epistemology need to be addressed before building a tower.

That is how it works in a sane word. And yes, some of it could be related to whatever 'COVID' ends

up being — the spike protein and what not — but I ask for an epistemological foundation [rst,

please."

Rockefeller Medicine, "Sleeper" Doctors

It sucks for everyone when the people providing medical care are "sleepers." We usually visit

doctors hoping to get help, and when instead of help, we receive "zombie treatment" — rooted in

prejudice and ideological addiction to the trend of the day, as opposed to an honest analysis of how

things work in the real world — it's a big letdown.

For the record, I grew up in a medical family in Moscow, and I have the greatest respect for the

medical profession as such. I think that most doctors, even the brainwashed sleepers of today, go

into medicine because they want to help. Furthermore, as a person who's lived in America for the

most of my adult life, I am grateful to being here, and I think that the American medicine is amazing

when it comes to acute care, emergency medicine, surgeries, and so on.

However, when it comes to anything more complex, such as chronic disease, many doctors' heads

seem to be [rmly planted in [ction — and the reason is because they are kept in the land of [ction

by powerful [nancial interests such as the Rockefellers, by the aspiring masters in high chairs.

And so it goes. We live in a beautiful world but also inside a toxic, upside-down bubble — an

arti[cial reality created by the psychopaths and installed by them inside our beautiful and generous

world.

It is as if the ones in high chairs have installed an "energy stealing" [lter all around the society, a

[ler that corrupts and poisons everything that the Creator made available to us directly — so that

we don't have anything good unless we buy it from them, on their terms.

Their mindset is the mindset of a criminal who would happily poison a clear pond in order to sell

water [lters to the locals. In fact, they are exactly that.

An Attack of Kids

The most worrisome part, to my senses, is the attack on the precious children, the kids who depend

on adults, and who are still forming their foundation, their baseline. The kids have been under an

obscene attack in the physical sense (check out the alarming autism rates!) — and some of them

have been also emotionally hijacked by the metaphorical vampires and their manager-helpers.

To clarity, by the phrase "metaphorical vampires" I mean the parasitically inclined individuals whose

mode of obtaining "nutrients" for themselves is based on theft, deceit, and rape. They have no

interest in investing in relationships with others that are rooted in free will, they just want to

"efciently" take from others — and then toss out the empty shells of people who have been 'spent.'

In the past three years, the children of the parents who had not fully healed their own souls yet — or

who had not been able to shield their kids from the Machine — were blatantly bulldozed over by the

cold-hearted parasites in high chairs. And yes, each generation deals with their own version of

"vampire abuse," but it seems like this generation of kids has been handed a particularly mean

dose.

What Is Causing the Erosion of Standards?

In my opinion, several things. First, the "controlled demotion" of standards is initiated and

orchestrated by the metaphorical vampires, who never stop scamming in order to poison bodies

and minds. It's been this way for a long time.

On the other hand, the success of their operation requires that the people are poisoned thoroughly

enough for them to forget their dignity, become uprooted from reality, succumb to the "barely there,"

zombie existence — and maybe even prefer that.

I think the poisoning is at the foundation of it all: "Yes, there is anti-intellectualism, yes, there is an

alphabets' scammy baby of "wokism," and there is ideological brainwashing. No doubt. But beyond

that, the people are just being poisoned."

Yes, our bodies are wondrous. Yes, our bodies are speci[cally designed to deal with irritants and

pathogens and keep us in good health. But the sheer amount of poison in our lives is an outrageous

insult, and I think we are seeing the result of our minds and bodies being handed more of it than the

bodies can handle. That is the philosophical bottom line of what's going on: too much poison

everywhere.

Poison comes from chemical and other contaminations in the air, in the water, in our food, and in

the pharma medicines (including the you-know-what). It comes from geoengineering. It comes

from unnatural EMFs. And now it also comes in high-tech forms, such as smart dust, gene-edited

foods and medicines, synthetic biology, lucrative and trendy but disastrous but ubiquitous materials

such a graphene, and so on.

Add to that the psychological abuse, the intentional isolation, the destruction of social bonds, the

deliberate dumbing down of good people — and we sure end up with an ugly new abnormal alright!

Business Model: Vampiring

The metaphorical vampires in high chairs know exactly what they are doing. They need the people

to be awake and healthy just enough to be able to do the work for them — but not an ounce

healthier — because healthy people might stretch their backs, [ll their lungs with fresh air, and start

thinking about how the world works — and that's exactly what they are trying to prevent by all

means.

Plus, circular poisoning is a good for business — cheaper production, and they get a guaranteed

supply of lifetime customers looking for treatments of conditions that wouldn't be there had they

not poisoned the world in the [rst place.

Can you imagine what would happen if large numbers of doctors suddenly woke up? What a

beautiful world we would live in?

But yeah, who wants that! Certainly not the ones shaping medical education through in_uence and

funding, not the ones [nancing only the studies that "prove" their point, and certainly not the ones

dictating which medical opinions should be viewed as "reputable" and which ones should be

laughed at.

Organizations like FSMB exist for a reason. They exist to ensure the safety of the poisoning

scheme, alas.

My job is Poison Distributor.

My condition is

Hatred of Biological Forms.

They call me deranged

But I am the sanest of all.

They call me a merciless killer,

A sadist, a robot, a king. 

But I am just a perfectionist.

My job is Poison Distributor.

My religion is

Hatred of Unpredictable Shapes.

My poison will Snd you

In words,

In the water you drink,

My poison will Snd you

In food,

In the air your breathe,

This way or another,

It'll Snd you.

My job is Poison Distributor.

A very practical job.

You are welcome.

Where Will We Go From Here?

I pray that the process of [nding our way comes with the least amount of suffering. Given a very

real erosion of standards, and a very real decline in health, I think it's inevitable that we'll go through

a phase where "ofcial" things stop working, where it takes forever to get basic tasks done, and

where not even the money can save one from the absurdity of the world.

Yes, they'll probably try to use mass disability as a "reason" to put us all on the UBI and — because

they don't really care about anyone — use it as a legal avenue of experimenting on people more. As

people's brains suffer, and the number of older vs. younger people grows, they'll probably try to

outsource a lot of intrinsically human tasks to bots like this:

Aaaannd, it won't work. They will try, they will certainly make loads of money, and they will likely

cause a lot of suffering in innocent people — and then, just like that, the absurdity will fall apart.

On my end, I believe that even-headedness amid this madness is a wise choice. A good strategy is

to expel all fear, to pray for guidance sincerely and with love, and to go back to the basics and

ponder why we are here on Earth.

We can make our lives sweeter by forming meaningful relationships, by leaning about herbs, by

choosing wisely, and by remembering that we are here for love, not fear. We'll prevail.
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Damaged People, Rotten Standards: Anatomy of Decline
Analysis by Tessa Lena

If we look around, we’ll see many working-age people struggling with basic tasks, and a great

decline in standards



The MSM is suggesting that one in every ten people who’s had “Omicron” ends up with “long

COVID,” which nowadays seems to be the establishment term to describe all chronic illness,

as well as injury from “vaccines”



The ofcial rates of autism and dementia are also growing at a pace that is incompatible with

a functioning society, and so the “great resetters” are in a great hurry to replace us with bots

and “save the day”



The suffering and the decline in health are very real and heartbreaking

The mainstream medicine, on the other hand, is in decline — preoccupied mostly with selling establishment talking points and pharma drugs

Watch on
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A relevant and realistic de[nition, Tessa: "metaphorical vampires" individual psychopaths whose mode of obtaining "nutrients" =

power and money for themselves is based on theft, deceit, and rape. Autistic children, suffering of their parents, long covid based on

toxicity that feeds the disease and “vaccines” with spike protein and contaminants. In this "science" we must consider the synergy

between "vaccines" and food toxins. Misinformation, food, and environmental toxins invade the body and mind, promoting

pathologies.

Vaccines and all environmental toxins and those consumed in the diet, which weaken the immune system, create hyperin_ammation.

We are seeing how these environmental toxins, those that enter the diet, as well as the manipulations of biology, environmental

contamination, pesticides such as glyphosate and electromagnetic ones, especially 5G, vaccines and prions, in humans and animals

are an attack on health and biodiversity. New allergies or food sensitivities that they have never experienced before are being detected

in vaccinated people. They can even become allergic to medications such as antibiotics, and if they live in areas with high pollen

counts, they may suddenly [nd that living there is unbearable due to their allergic reactions.

They also have more severe reactions when exposed to environmental toxins due to hypersensitization from the vaccine or a collapse

of the immune system. A_atoxins in food routinely infect cashews and other nuts, as well as seeds and grains such as wheat and

corn. A_atoxins are deadly to cattle, chickens and other farm animals, and when ingested by humans, they require a well-functioning

liver to detoxify.
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Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D. , Peter McCullough, MD, MPH, and others discussed how COVID-19 mRNA vaccines produce

G-quadruplexes and microRNAs that can lead to prion disease. The effect worsens signi[cantly after the second dose of the

P[zer injection. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/prion-disease-brain-mrna-covid-vac..  (06/07/2023) A phenomenon that

is happening right now is that food supplies are sitting longer in storage due to logistics and transportation failures, stemming

from fuel shortages, fuel prices, labor shortages, rail strikes , etc. This gives food supplies a greater opportunity to develop

a_atoxin-producing fungi, and means that food becomes increasingly toxic while waiting to be delivered.

www.brighteon.com/0dd64396-3794-4661-9977-3b1304eb6c01  It is the disastrous management of a corrupt "science"

defended by the institutions to which we can add wars and the entire ma[a domain science of allopathic medicine rejects

and/or ignores Natural Medicine, it is a science that is governed by protocols and the Allopathic physicians do not want

interference with what they are taught at BigPharma sponsored training and conferences.

It is science outside the realm of ethics, imposed by Rockefeller where support rests on the pharmaceutical ma[a and the

corruption of institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The foundation on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic

of boosting the immune system with the support of traditional medicines. As Einstein has said, "a foolish faith in authority is the

worst enemy of truth." doctors should be required to spend one year of their [ve-year training learning about nutrition, and

alternative therapies.”
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Gui, the 'cute little robot dog' clip expresses replicating Nature as a goal. How is it possible to replicate Nature when the

Para$ite$ have destroyed, crippled, corrupted so much of it. The Predator$ have already been engaged in a closed loop system

of their design & each turn goes further away from Nature. It is not hard to conclude the Predator hates Nature & only uses it to

promote one more thing after another being completely devoid of anything natural or Nature based. The 'cute little robot dog' is

being promoted to ful[ll the innate, needed natural bonds of what should be healthy social bonds of Mom & Dad, Grandparents

our neighbors & how to read the social signals to create a Healthy Human Community.

The 'cute little robot dog' is putting a false face on the digital dictator agenda coming from a Predator Para$ite who apparently

is some type of vampire sucking the life out of all the living things in existence. The last three years going on four has thrown a

major monkey wrench into any chance of a healthy development of children in nearly every level of what is needed.

A whoopsie? Fat chance. The 'cute little robot dog' is an extension of children who for decades far too long have been raised by

anyone but their given parents, family's or community. Can't have an older sister, aunt, grandma, neighbor babysit, they have to

show their documents they are trained in the ofcial doctrine of Authorities - have to show a piece of paper, not common sense,

or shared values.

Children who are not allowed to use tanning booths, get tattoos, buy cigarettes or alcohol are being pushed behind the parents

backs & knowledge to go through a process of gender mutilation, along with other serious things. If allowed to continue a future

of synthetic babies grown in a lab dish to provide those made sterile with 'proper offspring to go along with cyborgs or robots.

The things to follow the path opened up by a 'cute little robot dog' to round up & herd real humans' compliance
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juststeve For sure that robot dog is disgusting. I would be inclined to kick it to the wall and take a baseball bat to it.
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Catryan, despite it is supposed to be cute, it makes my skin crawl. A baseball bat sounds about right to me too!
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Just, MOTHER EARTH'S GIFTS. By Kelly Roper Mother Earth gives her gifts for all to share, She gives them freely, yet she's still

aware That things are changing, perhaps for the worse. How much more can she give if our future is cursed? It's way past time

to put Mother Earth [rst, To clean up the water before we all thirst, To clean up the air before our lungs sicken, To renew the soil

and feel it quicken. How long until the point of no return? How much longer until we all [nally learn, That to this task we all must

rise. And stop abusing Mother Earth before she

dies.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NATURAL MED.

Poem by Chan Mongol. We suffer and been getting more and more sick; With newer medicines, chemo and odd music! Non

prescription medicines are better healers; Most prescription medicines are poisons, killers. Not billions but almost 38 trillion

cells are in a body; How many cells known by a scientist for remedy? Nature as a whole is the network to [x damages as the

engineer; Nature knows fellow creatures and all remedies are in there. Nature identi[es own damages and provide the best med

to repair; In each Era, fraud humans introduce new meds and new world order.
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Gui, I sincerely believe Mother Earth will heal. The thing to keep in mind, the more extreme the damage done to M E, the more

extreme the return cycle will be to repair it. Extreme heat will not be healed by more extreme heat, it will be extreme cold events.

Blocking the natural order of microbes updating our bodies won't be a return cycle blocking Dis-ease causing triggers, it will be

harder, harsher Dis-ease to reduce our numbers already on the decline over the Globe, despite the "We Need" to reduce the

population Scream Meme, Fear Porn of the Globalist.
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Great article. Glyphosate (thank you Monsanto), Vaccines (Polio in the 1970s as well as the early SALK), Pesticides, Weed killers,

Antibiotics, etc etc etc. Practically all the modern ills can be attributed to the petro-chemical explosion that occurred after the war.

This was championed in the name of progress, when its goal is pro[t. Big Money, Oil, Pharma, Ag, Chemical, Politics. Everything is

tainted in some way or another. I particularly loathe Glyphosate as I have a theory that the cancer that killed my father, all our animals,

and maybe is killing me, was caused by liberal use of it at home in the 1970s on the premise that it was safe once dry! We do live in a

contaminated world and that is sad. I have to remind myself, though, that there is more to life than that; there is still joy and nature and

love and each other. Whilst we live, all is not lost at all.
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Amen to everything you said. I’m guessing from your 1970s reference that we’re about the same age. I’m 56. Although my

parents fed us well (whole foods, lots of fruits and vegetables, small quantities of meat, etc. and no fast food and rarely any

soda), we were exposed to antibiotics and growth hormones in meat (we we’re certainly clueless back then) and all sorts of

dangerous chemicals that were sold in grocery stores. And of course, we were vaccinated against it all. These days I try not to

think about the damage it’s caused but instead I continue to eat as healthy as I can. I think the antidote may be that simple. And

as you say, still love nature and lead with love.
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I hear sirens all day long. I am not living in an area where there should be so much ambulance trafc. It never used to be this way.

Fortunately, it is not my (unvaxed) neighbors, but ambulances on the way to someone else's neighborhood. When I go to town, I often

have to pull over for ambulances. When I see [re trucks, there is usually no [re, which means a health crisis situation. The devil is in

the details. I have always believed what I observe and experience over what I am told by authority. Denial is strong and it is constantly

reinforced by media... even popups that interrupt videos you are watching. Most people who were vaxed and understand they are

suffering adverse effects will take no action to help themselves.

Events have to reach a certain stage of "terrible" before people will seek unconventional solutions. There is such a fear of not

conforming to social expectations that people would rather be dead than different. I guess that is why many got the shot in the [rst

place--to go along to get along. Many people thought complying with mandates was taking the easy way out--only later did they

experience buyer's regret. I have de[nitely observed that those who got jabbed seem more likely to be diagnosed with covid. The

"true-believers" I know who suddenly began experiencing tremors would not even consider that it might be vaccine-related.

Even more so that the vaccine-related adverse health effects, I worry about the gullibility of people who get the jab. You really have to

wonder. The package comes with a blank insert and the shot is called "experimental". (That much info alone should tell you that you

will not know whether you get a placebo or a possibly lethal substance. Besides, govt told us they were there to help. People did not

even question such simple information--or lack of it, let alone do their research and due diligence. These people vote. I worry about

the risk these people are to my life, property, general welfare and liberty.
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Those doing the brainwashing of the masses are the ones trying to steal your life, property, welfare and liberty. They are going

for the jugular -- your consciousness. But once awake, always awake. Stay free my friend.
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Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Long COVID, like Sudden Death Syndromes, is simply an excuse for not actually studying individual cases. Once we put it into the Long

COVID box, or the Sudden Death Syndrome (or the SIDS - Sudden Infant Death Syndrome), we stop investigating, as if there were no

cause. Why? Because the system does not want to know, does not want us to know the causes.
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Hopkinesque
Joined On 6/14/2021 10:20:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nature killer Qu'est-ce que c'est? It's the Schwab in your blanket It's the Gates in your life dimming your sunshine It's the vet that killed

your dog It's the lab-grown hogs We know WHO's got a solution To all that climate pollution To quell the FB noise Turn the girls into

boys Such a friendly TV All fear you can see Let's all run to Old Joe Let's buy more Monsanto Nature killer What'd you say? Call up the

Judge We need justice. And old Mother Nature needs relief.
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Tigerpal54
Joined On 8/4/2021 9:10:14 PM
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Great work Ms. Lena!
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LuckyinSA
Joined On 1/27/2021 1:27:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are an inspiration. Love all of your articles and how brilliantly you write. Thank you for the truth you tell even though at most times

it does put your life at risk. Always in your debt.
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I cant help but wonder (think critically) that Lena may be ChatGPT. ???
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gemsgram
Joined On 5/15/2016 1:40:10 PM
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We've got to get back to the garden... Joni Mitchell beautifully sang 50 years ago. Big Brother has gotten more conniving and

controlling.. Recently, I was in SLC airport to return home to TX and the TSA line scanned my face to electronically store it along with

my photo ID. It all happened so fast. I always opt out of the x-ray machines, but there is no opt-out alternative for the facial scan. You

want to go to your _ight, you get your face scanned. WTF? Why? Who is behind this?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let's just be honest and call this what it is: a planned, controlled demolition. Those shielded & calling the shots don't care who you are,

or what you believe& why.....and science has nothing to do with it. PERIOD.
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jeannena
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:32:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! Tessa, you are soo good! I always read whatever you publish! Thank you!
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Rovatec
Joined On 6/11/2020 7:06:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree we are being poisoned in all kinds of means some of which I am unclear - air, food, water?  I saw my ND in Kirkland WA (I am in

Toronto) and I tested positive via Klinghardt muscle testing for glyphosate, cadnium and titanium. I know titanium dioxide is found in

some white food / candy like skittles which I almost never eat.  Not sure source of all of but will change our water [lter. and look for

better choices as something may be dissolved in tap water.  Chlorine may be easier to remove via [ltration. I will look into reverse

osmosis. I am detoxing using several modalities.  Dr Edward Group talking to Mike Adams recommends weekly detoxing to help get

rid of everything including parasites. He also said almost all cancers are some form of parasite/mould/fungus combo's that prevent

apoptosis so tissues continue to grow. Protect yourself.
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"The suffering and the decline in health are very real and heartbreaking." The saddest part is that most of these people have no idea

why they are suffering because instead of being told the truth about their "vaccine" injury, they are given some obscure diagnosis and

subjected to treatments that do not help.
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elizabeth1952
Joined On 5/22/2012 1:13:01 PM
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Toxic air chem trails, toxic water chemically laden , toxic food full of additives and preservatives, why do I not get [sh with bones when

I buy fresh [sh, toxic clothing all plastic and sprayed with arsenic, toxic social media everything we see and read is negative and a lie.

toxic relationships, toxic family members .,Toxicity is everywhere When will man wake up and smell the roses. So so sad it breaks my

heart
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HealingMindN
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The fool has said in his heart, There is no God. Corrupt are they, and have done abominable iniquity: there is none that does good. God

looked down from heaven upon the children of men, to see if there were any that did understand, that did seek God. Every one of them

is gone back: they are altogether become [lthy; there is none that does good, no, not one. Have the workers of iniquity no knowledge?

who eat up my people as they eat bread: they have not called upon God. There were they in great fear, where no fear was: for God has

scattered the bones of him that camps against you: you have put them to shame, because God has despised them... [Psalms 53:1-5]
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If you watch the [lm: Idiocracy....that is the way many are going.
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rrealrose
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More of what we can see clearly for the next 18 or 20 years? "Birth Rate Apocalypse - Peak Prosperity Podcast" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../eyGogWDPbGCL  - - scary rami[cations, these charts show only a few EU countries...
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Thanks Rose, Also in Sweden. Why did live births drop by near 10% in Sweden in 2022 over 2021?

palexander.substack.com/.../sweden-why-did-live-births-drop-by  * * * Dr. Naomi Wolf on UK Column: Reproductive Harms in

the P[zer Documents. This is the accurate information for which Dr Wolf was censured by OfCom, the UK media regulatory

agency, so many British viewers may be hearing the full details for the [rst time.

dailyclout.io/dr-naomi-wolf-on-uk-column-reproductive-harms-in-the-p[..  * * * The most damaging paper of the pandemic was

published in The Lancet for <24 hours before they censored it The COVID vaccines have killed massive numbers of people and

the government covered it up.

The paper, published as a pre-print, shows 74% of deaths post-vax due to the vax. The mean time from vaccination to death was

14.3 days. kirschsubstack.com/.../the-most-damaging-paper-of-the-pandemic  * * * The Gates Foundation Is Pouring Big

Money into Developing TRANSMISSIBLE Vaccines rumble.com/v2x8k82-get-your-pokes-the-gates-foundation-is-pouring-big-..
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The push for transgender agenda is another example of creating Damaged People, and decline of Norms and Standards and how

"sick" the USA has become. It is even pushed on kids that didn't reach puberty yet, It is pushed by Pharma that pro[ts from this trans

agenda, like selling hormones, medication, operation, etc, and they spend huge amouits of money to in_uence politics and education.

Look how this led to this sick advice by the corrupt CDC: CDC accused of blurring politics and science’ over advice that suggests trans

women CAN safely breastfeed www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-12262959/CDC-advice-says-trans-wome..  * * * The health and

mental decline of the USA is caused by junk food, pesticides, pollution.

Prenatal Exposure to Organophosphate Pesticides Have Links to Behavior

beyondpesticides.org/dailynewsblog/2023/07/prenatal-exposure-to-organo..  * * * Pro[ts has become more important than health

and ethics. * * * See explanation under here the in_uence of food on mental health: Harvard Prof Finds A Root Cause Of Mental Illness.
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A Root Cause Of Mental Illness. Dr. Christopher Palmer, a Harvard professor of psychiatry, has been connecting the dots of

thousands of research articles regarding the relationship between mental illness and mitochondrial dysfunction.

www.zerohedge.com/medical/root-cause-mental-illness-harvard-professor  Palmer relayed that he initially couldn’t believe

switching to a low-carbohydrate, ketogenic diet could stop chronic auditory hallucinations and paranoid delusions. He quickly

started using this intervention in other patients and saw similar—sometimes even more dramatic—results. This experience

encouraged him to begin a scienti[c journey to understand how a change in diet could help severe mental illness.

Putting the Pieces Together Palmer discovered decades of scienti[c research revealing the connection between metabolic and

brain health. Palmer told The Epoch Times, “The more I uncovered in terms of those concrete mechanisms of action, I realized

there’s something much bigger here. I’m beginning to connect a lot of dots that our [eld hasn’t been able to connect before.” In

November 2022, he released a cutting-edge book entitled “Brain Energy,” highlighting his discoveries and theorizing that

mitochondrial disorders are the root cause of all mental illnesses.

Drawing from decades of research on metabolism and mitochondria, Palmer believes that mental disorders are metabolic

disorders of the brain. This means that these conditions are not permanent defects and can be corrected by identifying and

addressing their root cause. This insight challenges the notion that conditions such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder are

lifelong disorders. “People with labels such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder can put their illnesses into remission, they

can heal, and they can recover,” Palmer asserted.
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The CDC IS a money making busimess.
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Psychiatry is a scam, a creation of Pharma. Read Brain Allergies by Philpott.
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